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Objective:

This worksheet is designed to help individuals identify and establish healthy boundaries in various areas of their lives. By reflecting 
on personal values, needs, and comfort levels, users can better understand how to maintain healthy relationships with themselves 
and others.

Instructions:

 Read each category carefully
 Reflect on your values, needs, and comfort levels in each area
 In the 'Personal Boundaries' column, write down the boundaries you want to set in that area
 In the 'Action Plan' column, list the steps you will take to implement and maintain these boundaries.

Remember: Boundaries are personal, and no right or wrong answer exists. The goal is to establish boundaries that promote your well-being and 
help maintain healthy relationships with others. Be open to revisiting and adjusting your boundaries as your needs and circumstances change.

 Emotional Boundaries: The limits you set on sharing and receiving emotions, including how you express and manage your feelings with 
others

 Physical Boundaries: The limits you set on touch, personal space, and physical safety
 Time Boundaries: The limits you set on allocating your time, including work-life balance and time spent with others
 Intellectual Boundaries: The limits you set on sharing and receiving thoughts, ideas, and opinions, including respectful disagreement and 

intellectual property
 Material Boundaries: The limits you set on sharing, lending, or borrowing personal possessions and money
 Relationship Boundaries: The limits you set on behaviors and expectations within different relationships, such as romantic partners, family, 

and friends
 Work/Professional Boundaries: The limits you set on work-related tasks, responsibilities, and interactions with colleagues and supervisors
 Digital/Online Boundaries: The limits you set on digital communication and social media usage, including sharing personal information, privacy 

settings, and screen time.

Areas Explained:

Name:                                                                                                                     Date:

Area Personal Boundaries Action Plan

Emotional Boundaries


Physical Boundaries


Time Boundaries


Intellectual Boundaries


Material Boundaries


Relationship Boundaries


Professional/Work Boundaries


Digital/Online Boundaries
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